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Academic reform: Eames' big h
ope

by Don Perry

Committee left vacant by the
FAMES: I think Chic's biggest
election of Bob Chamberlain as vice
FAMES. Partly. I've got Charlie
mistake this year was in
academic reform?
not
president. The resolution was passed
Laverdiere for an Executiv
communicating with people in eithe
e
LAMES. We might hase to do
r
unanimously, and petitions were
Assistant. An FA is going to be
direction. He didn't listen and he also
a lot some more polling. lo baLk
up to the
passed out to be placed in all dorms.
different next year. He's going
failed to respond and keep in touc
to be faculty some of our claim
h
s. Students
The petitions will be presented to
in charge of publicity, sort of
with people. He was out of contact
bke
with some influence will have to go
either President Libby or Earsel
PR man, to handle press relea
ses.
with the student. Very much so. He
to key faculty members, key
Goode.
This
year
the
EA got a hundred administra
was very hard to get hold of and
tors, and really push. Also
After the meeting, Eames was
dollars and then there was a hund
because of this he didn't really have
red work on committees. I think
interviewed by the CAMPUS about
if we
doll
ars
for
the
committee try t o go abou
any idea what the students in general
t working as
his immediate plans and how he
coordinator, and fifty dollars
wanted. When his close aides who he
voted legitimately as possible thro
ugh the
expects to achieve them. During the
up for publicity chairman.
had appointed advisors would come
The channels and with qualified
people
campaign Eames supported opening
comm
itte
e
coor
dina
tor,
according to doing intelligent work
to him and request action be take
, doing a lot of
n
all University policy-making meetings
the constitution is supposed to
he disregarded them and disregarded
be the research, I think they will liste
n to
to the public. He also supported the
V.P. So I've eliminated that.
the Executive Committee. But the
us.
formation of student unions,
I've
give
n
the
publicity chairman
communications were very poor
CAMPUS: Do you think the
. job over to the FA, and
expanding the birth control clinic,
he'll be much Senate should take more
People had no idea what was goin
of an
g
providing daily legal aid to students,
more active l think. Otherwis
on in the Senate this year. A lot
e, for initiative in instituting reforms?
Eames announced that he woul
of AA (Administrative
d and open parking.
Assistant), I've
people•I've found out recentlyl have
FAMES: I do. Most students are
complete selection of his new
staff
"When properly led," Fames said,
appointed Glen Huff. For Stud
never even sec'n ('hic Chalmers
by the end of the week.ent interested in getting reforms made,
and
"students can effect tremendous
Services I've appointed Tricia
have no idea who the man is. It's
Riley, but they haven't taken the time to
Under new business, Nanc
y changes. Without direction, students important that the
I have a new secretary to
stud
Churchill introduced a resol
repla
ents
ce really get into these things ... the
be
able
have
no
power. I feel that I know the
ution
to identify with the president of the Eileen Fields and also be the senate definitely has to take a leading
asking that the Senate urge the
Space direction, and the goals you want to Senate, and
have an idea of what's recording secretary, which eliminates role. It shouldn't stick its neck out
Committee to reconsider its
decision achieve."
too far, but there is a lot of potential
goin
g
on in the Seante. Then they $400 from the budget. She is Debby
of setting priorities in favo
Eames feels that the Senate can
r of a
Proven. She graduates from
power in a student body of 8,000.
will take more interest in the Sena
here
faculty club.
this
If
be an effective and powerful force on
te Jane. I
haven't hired a treasurer yet. they are given a direction and
an
campus. Following are excerpts from and become more active and help
The resolution was drawn up by
outlet they can find this direction
overcome the tremendous apathy
we
his interview with the CAMPUS:
CAMPUS: In what area do you and
Patricia Riley, who was sae° elect
see something is being done, and
have cc this campus.
ed
CAMPUS: What do you feel were
hope to get really involved early
to fill the sedges we the EXikadiVe Chab
CAMPUS: Have you decided who
in channel their efforts through the
the Fall?
ot's' Moist miettiurs this yeti? you staff
senate,
is sass to be yet?
LAMES: Academic reform.
CAMPUS: What do you plan to
Changing the requirements
. do within the next three weeks?
Specifically reform in Arts
and
EAMES: Number one is getting
Sciences. Partly because I've work
ed the Finance Committee together and
with the Educational
Policy setting up a budget. So far, we
itave
Committee this year. But I hope
we'll been able to cut down quite a
bit in
also be able to get people invo
lved, the area of salaries, cut dow
n on
get student unions set up in the othe
r conferences. We've added arou
nd
colleges and get things rolling
there. $1,200 taken from other areas
, added
The advising system has definitely
to the contingency and loan fund
got to be changed.
Also, getting together with peop
le
We have got to get rid of this
like Dean Kaplan and I would like
to
notion that only the faculty
can
be able to have a good talk with
impart great knowledge to
the
President Libby ... to air out their
students. We can learn from
each
ideas on what we should be doing,
other too.
to
see what kind of cooperation we
are
CAMPUS: thaw do you plan to
going to get and can expect
from
accomplish this goal of institutin
g
them.
Bill Eames' campaign ad in the
CAMPUS stated: "Only action
will
produce results. Only leadership will
produce action. This year there
was
no action. Vote for action."
The students complied, and by a
269-vote margin over his neare
st
competitor, Eames was elected
the
new student Senate Presiden
t at
UMO.
Tuesday, in an informal ceremony
before the senate meeting,
Chic
Chalmers handed over the gavel
to
Eames and introduced him
as
"William" Eames to the Gene
ral
Student Senate. Chalmers then left.

No insurance ID's
next year. either
by John Carey
What do you do if you break
a leg say.
climbing Mt. Katandin? Get
it
Reilly acknowledges that it
treated, of course. But who pays
is
for entirely possible for someone
in need
it?
of medical attention to say that
he is
If you are covered by Blue Cros
s someone else (whom the
injured
or some other family-type
health suspects DOES have the
insurance)
insurance you probably carr
y an and even to produce ident
ification
identification card that gill get
you (though false) that he
is apersonthat
(piaoto by Key Kaaats) immediate medical attention.
WASHINGTON: Ch,er 150 people
is insured.
from Maine gathered
Saturday to protest the Vietnam
However, if you can't prod
war. PPrhaps as many
along Pennsylvania and Cons
uce
By telephone or even written
titution avenues last
posit
ive identification that you are
as 500,000 veterans, workers,
communication between
lud students attended.
Health
covered by an insurance policy.,
then Center and hospital,
it is hard to foil
chances are you may be fortunat
(stor un page 3,)
e to this ruse. However, Reill
y does say
receive any more than lust aid.
that even with I.D. cards,
this
If you are counting on your
problem is not eliminated beca
school insurance, you may
use
have cards can be stolen and forg
ed also.
problems. You have no posit
ive "Either way, you have the
same
identification.
problem," says Reilly.
Michael M. Steeves of Davis, W.
The
Peerless Insurance Company
major, has an accumulative average
The
Peerless Company will be the
of
Va, has been named valedictorian
Next fall she will enter of Keene. New Hamp
and 3.84.
shire has had students' insurance comp
Miss Harmony Hill of Searsmon
any again
U ord on to nwell I heological the UMO insuranc
Sleeves three times has achieved
t
e contract for the next fall, and students
a Seminary at South Hamilton
salutatorian of the senior class.
will
again
past
six years.
, Mass.,
perfect 4.0 semester average and
pay a $30 premium over the
has to study for a maste
Steeves, 21, is an engineering
summer
r's degree in
The company does not issue if they want
been on the Dean's List
the policy.
each Christian Education
physics major and has maintained
Identification cards because, in
an semester he has been here.
No I.D. cards will be issued
the
He is a
accumulated grade point average
Comm
enct
next
!men
exerc
t
ises
word
for the
s of spokesman John N. Reilly, falL
of member 01 Phi Kappa Phi,
the class of 1971 are scheduled for
3.88. Miss Hill, a child developm
June "For one thing there is the added
ent all-colleges scholastic honor socie
Dr. Robert Graves, director
ty; 3 at 11 a.m.
of the
cost and for another there does
Tau Beta PL the engineering hono
n't health center here advises that it
r
seem
to be any need to issue them.- would be wise
society: and Sigma Pi Sigma,
for students to keep
the
The procedure now for students on their pers
physics honor society. He is also
on the small white
vice
to
prov
e that they are insured by. brochure that descr
president of the Student Phys
ibes the items
ics
Peerless is to have the hospital
Society here.
where, covered by. the policy.
they
are
admi
tted
Steeves next fall will enter
call or write the
infirmary here at UMO. The
graduate school at Massachusett
person
It is entirely possi
s
ble for any
answering the phone will then
Institute of Technology. Ile plans a
check student to have such
a brochure. Last
thro
ugh
an
IBM
career in electrical engineering.
list in the Health summer,
all students received
Center and find whether the
one in
Miss Hill has also been on the
person's the mail along
with their other
name is on the list.
Dean's List throughout her college
pre-registration mate
nal.
One problem hospital officials
career and has partiL !paled in the
One thing that the polic
find with this is that they do
y may not
Student Action Corps, the Oratorio
not
,
like
over is telephone
to accept oral assurances
or other
01 this comm
Society and the Intersaisity Christian
unication expense incu
nature over the telephone.
rred by
In matters the
Fellowship. She is a member of
inquiring hospital. Of this
Phi
involving hundreds or even
Reilly
thou
Kapp
sand
a
Phi
s
and
Omic
ron
says, "I don't know if
No. the
Michael Steeves
of dollars of medical cost,
we do (cover
home economics honor sokriety
a more that). We
Harmony Hill
really ought to decide
concrete assurance is need
on
ed they
that soon."

Valedictorian has 3.88 average in tech

c.

the maine campus

Junior class day set for Saturday
About 860 ticket

s had been sold
as of yesterday for the Junio
r Class
Day which will be held Satur
day here
on campus.
Cathy Tripp. class secretary this
past year. said the entire event
is
costing the class about $6,000.
Activities will begin at 2 p.m. with
the showing of four films. A
W.C.
Fields movie, one by Edgar Allen Poe
and cartoons will be shown in the
Memorial Union. Games such as
softball and volleyball will be played
on the field directly behind the gym.
For those who have worked up an
appetite as well as a thirst, Miss Tripp

Said, .1 Outlet ssull
be served at the
Fast Commons dining hall from
4-9
p.m. Roast beef, spareribs, chicken,
and German pastries will be serve
d. It
is in this Commons that Juniors
will
receive their steins and the beer to
fill
them. A German band will play while
the students dine in the cafeteria.
At 8 p.m., the "Park St. Under," a
vocal group from Boston, will prese
nt
a concert until midnight in the
Memorial Gym. This will conclude
Junior class day activities. The
concert is free for juniors holding
tickets and students for $1. Ticke
ts
may be purchased at the door from
the Sophomore Owls and Eagles.

Maine Masque to present
'The Servant of Two Masters'

ABORTION AND E31RTH
CONTROL HELP. CALL
BILL B,AI RD. DIRECTOR
OF NON — PROFIT
PARENT'S AID SOCIETY
who established the natio
n's first
abortion and birth control cente
eight years ago, helping thous r
ands
net safe, low cost abortions. Any
regardless of age or marital
stat,:s will be helped. STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL.
NO REFERRAL FEE.

CALL 516-538 2626

VIINER'S
Ilfast Guarontee
-- REPAIR -,•

SERVICE
•
• RA,,,„
Ti sun
• Tam.
6 Recorders
• Record
Players
• 1mplifiers
• Piarid
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by Nelson Bentuu

involved in dramatic productions at scenery on both platf
orms are of the
UMO.
interior of an inn on one side, and
"A good and happy time at the
Skip Sickles of Bangor plays the the outside of the inn
on the other.
theatre," is what Director J. Norman leading clown Truff
,
aldino, and Jane
The play, which is basically about
Wilkinson hopes to give the audience Callaghan
of South Portland is the two servants trying to get
the better
of the Maine Masque's final leadi
ng lady.
of their master, is "a good vehicle for
production of the year.
The set, designed by Al Cyrus, an comic acting,"
according to
The Servant of Two Masters is an assist
ant professor of speech, includes Wilkinson. The Serva
nt of Two
18th-century comedy by the Italian
two revolving platforms placed on Masters will run May
4-8 and is in
playwright, Carlo Goldoni. The
opposite sides of the stage. The three acts with one
intermission.
Masque is bringing the comedy back
to Orono for the first time since
the 1937-38 Masque presented it as the
last play of their season.
Two Masters is an attempt by
Goldoni to put down in more
concrete form the comedies
lack of student support."
presented by the professional acting
SAC is also sponsoring exhibits
companies of the Middle Ages. These
both in the library and in the Union
by Bruce Albiston and
One ,aiority carries on a
groups played without a script,
next week. SAC will sign up students
Cathy Galuza
continuous blood drive asking
developed stock characters which
in the Union for projects it has
students on campus to donate blood
remained in every production
planned during the fall semester.
Community service is becoming to a bank at Easte
because they were so loved by the
rn Maine General
an integral part of the Greek system. Hospital which
is open to anyone in
audience, and used masks to cover
Bus service to South Campus
Each fraternity and sorority
the faces of certain characters.
need of blood. Another
discontinued for weekends
organizes
decides for itself what type of
occasional clean-ups in the
Goldoni took these simple
community-service program it will
Orono
Bus scr‘ice to South Campus has comedies, wrote scripts so there
area.
undertake.
been discontinued on Friday nights would be no need to improvise, kept
Many of the sororities contribute
Fraternities this year have
and Saturdays. David Buchanan, in the well-known stock characters and
not
only to their national
prov
ided
serv
ice
with a
the office of' the superintendent of eliminated all masks.
philanthropies, but also spons
grounds and services at UMB,
or
This style with which Goldoni has muscular-dystrophy drive, blood
reported that there were not enough worked is known as the "Commedia donations, Christmas and Halloween projects to give money to such
students riding the bus to warrant the de l'Arte" (comedy of the artists), parties for orphanages, children from organizations as the Orono Health
Indian Island, and underprivileged Center, Pineland and the Maine
service.
tradition.
Seacoast Mission,
child
ren.
The cast of the Masque's
ALso, several fraternity men are
production of Two Masters includes
The Panhellenic Council this year
KEEPSAKE
seven male and seven female roles of involved with the Big Brother has organized all sororities to collec
t
1/1 ANIONDS
which eight are played by freshmen. program in the local area. Some for the March of Dimes in the
Old
frater
nities have repair projects, Town-Oro
Goldoni's original script called for 10
no area and has pledged
DeGrasse Jewelers
males and three females but including work at the Old Town Park volunteers for the Day Care
watch and jewelry repairing
Center
and
Bang
or Children's Home, next fall, if space
Wilkinson wanted to give the college
is
alloc
ated
for it.
women more of a chance to become bottle-and-can clean-ups, and the
Although members of the Greek
University of Maine
raking and cleaning up of areas
system comprise 20 percent of the
around the fraternity houses.
Johnny's Pizza
CLASS RINGS
They have also donated their total campus population, the Greeks
courteous service
houses to the Upward Bound Project this year have provided a large
complete line offraterni:
percentage of campus leadership
open 7 days and flues
for this summer.
in
and sorority charms
Nearly all of the 10 sororities on the Student Senate, Inter-Class
827-3848
38 Main St.
Orono
campus are involved in some kind of Coordinating Council, class officers,
\ th Slain St
Old Town
weekly service project, such as Senior Skulls, All Maine Women and
Tel Sfs6-401 .7.
providing volunteer workers for the the Student Action Corp,.
Bangor State Hospital, Bangor City
Hospital, area nursing homes, and the
Speech and Hearing Clinic.
All of the women's groups have
national philanthropies. Among them
395 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BREWER
are the Heart Fund, the Arthritus
Economy Furniture
TEL. 942-3279
Foundation, and the Cerebral Palsy
Foundation.
Old Town 827-24

l e:
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Greeks community services include
charity and blood drives, clean-ups

SAC week begins Monday
Student Action Corps President
Evie Ko'man says she will recruit
UMO students next week to work as
volunteers in Bangor hospitals.
That will be the main thrust of the
organization as it kicks off SAC Week
Monday.
"We need student volunteers to
work in Bangor City and State
Hospitals, and we need them as
occupational therapists at Eastern
Maine Medical Center," Miss Kolman
said. "Volunteer work at all three has
been dr,,,Intinued temporarily due to

april 29, 1971
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HIKING & BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT
GERRY — CAMP TRAILS

HIN1ALAYA

NORTH

/

• Piami TunIn

FACE

VOYAGEUR BOOTS
RICH—MOOR FOODS

SUMMER JOBS!
We are recruiting a limited numbe
r of students for interesting,
well-paying
positions in their home areas when
classes are completed. You will be dealin
g
with the owners of business firms
and doctors, offering a service
which costs
them nothing unless our home
office produces money for them.
We prefer
full-time employees, but some
part-time positions are open. Write
immediately,
giving age ar,1 So,,,'own
Well send details and applic
ation by return mail.

Mother's Day is May 9th
Whatever that special gift may be,
you'll
surely tind it at the PICTUR
E & GIFT SHOP

On the Street. or
off the road—
machines built
to take abuse!

colorful aprons

cookie jars

china & pottery cups

tea servers

The Thoughtfulness Library

stationery

INTERSTATE CORP.
Boston

Picture & Gift Shop
1

ELECT1

Mass 021 '

Send C

Send her a BigHug
bouquet, and send it
early. Make Mother's
Day last a little longer.
Call or visit an FTD
florist today. He'll take
it from there. Delivered
almost anywhere in the
country. A special
gift. At a special
price. For a special
mother. Yours.

BUT REMEMBER SHOP EARLY!!!

ti

Your Con

Your mother oves you,no matter what.

wrapping paper
and especially CARDS!!!

Main St.

increal

Sou

place mat settings

I7

me

Personnel Director

13 Mossachusetts A.,
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,,AntwAntiarlpir

2
1 71
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di

thuolly available at less than

LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPER
TY!!!

• builder of fastest production
motorcyci-..s in the world • dual
purpose machines for street or
trail • capacitor discharge igni.
lion • rotary valve engines •
12,000 mile /12 month written
• from mini-bike to the
YtMIII 1)0

JarIings
RECRF ATIONAL DIVIMON
146

Cf?fl Pf

C31

ES.Inq

$1250
'

SPECIAL
STUDENT PLANS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE

45;

It
•
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4
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Art Collier
17

vPart

UMO representative

corlfiniiniic service to faculty
and students

o.•

AA!

- SS

'mz;kvoi

National Life
Of ‘erinont
B a n qor ,

"Send her the
FTD BigHug Bouquet early.
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r Maine Day plans:I
"Peace and quiet"'

Weekend in Washington: Quiet determination
by at least 200,000 of us to stop the war

3

Campus activitiL :or Maine Day,
next Wednesday, were still in
the
planning stage at press time,
Anal) NIN by John Carey
withstand the wine, the grass, and the
according to Roy Krantz,
rule of thumb is that a full Elipse (11:4
"Do you really think this heat of the noon-day sun on miles
5-12:45). The entire rally lasted
coordinator of activities.
of seated contains about 100,0
00. slightly over four and one-half hours.
demonstration will end the war?" black pavement. Not among the
least Standing, perhaps twice as many
There will be no classes, and
.)
asked a Washington TV newsman.
bedraggled was the contingent from
Bccause of the distance from the
Wednesday is being called a "Day
The tremendous crush of people
of
"Of
Main
speakers, many people began to leave
course not," said the
e that had arrived during the forced
Peace and Quiet" — a day
the march to start a full hour
of long-haired marcher. "Who
early. This, it seemed, was not out of
in hell night and the wee hours of the ahead of schedule. Even
remembrance for the students killed
with this
ever told you it would?"
morni
ng.
contingency plan in effect, when the disreverence for the seriousness or
at Kent State and Jackson State last
"Well ... isn't that what you're
Altogether some four busloads of entirety
the occasion but, rather, that their
year.
of Constitution and
here for ... I mean, what's the people from Maine assembled at the Penns
Organizers said Tuesday they
ylvania Avenues were filled, as mission had been fulfilled.
purpose of all this?"
Smithsonian Institute and ticked well
"We've heard all the speeches
hoped the evening program for Main
as the Capitol grounds, people
e
down to their campsite in West were
"Just to keep the heat on."
befor
e," said the demonstrator in the
Day would include a poetry reading
still streaming into the elipse.
"Does that really accomplish Potomac Park. Some idled away the For
by Robert Duncan, who is also
many, that was as close as they end of the TV interview mentioned
morning hours by sitting under the ever
scheduled to participate in UMO's anything?"
came to the speakers platform. earlier. "There's nothing wrong with
leaf-laden trees and watched the fish
them. There's just nothing left to be
"Ask Lyndon Johnson."
third annual poetry festival
At one point near the intersection said.
Richard Nixon was not around to jump in the tidal pool; others simply
Why listen to people standing
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
of
Const
ituti
on and Pennsylvania there telling
listened to tile numerous strains of
us how right we are? We
Duncan had not indicated be asked at last Saturday's march on
Aven
ues, about 20 SDS-ers mounted don't
need any more reassurance
whether he would read as part of the Washington. He was at the flutes, guitars and bongos.
a wall and shouted through bull
about that ... We all just showed up
presidential retreat at Camp David in
Maine Day activities.
Across the Potomac, the Pentagoh horns, "The organizers of
this march here to say that nothi
Maryland. This was no small issue at refle
ng has
Also for the evening, Krantz said,
cted the sunlight in a pinkish have sold you with the
half-assed changed."
the speaker's podium on the capitol tone,
organizers have been trying to get
and brought a chill reminder to speakers that talk liberal
and vote
steps where 52 people spoke to the
"All right," interrupted the
those noticing the building of what war."
Pete Seeger and Gordon Bok to
seemingly boundless throng. Nor was
mewsman. "But why did the largest
brought them to the city at such an
perform. At press time, he had not
These speakers included Senator cheer
the crowd itself short of comment on
go up when the crowd
early hour ...
received word from them.
Vance Hartkc (D-Ind.), David
that fact.
estimates were announced, and that
There were no definite plans for
Dellinger (of the Chicago eight), and
By Ii a.m., the entire elipsc in
there was a tie-up on the roads?"
But the demonstration this time
the afternoon as of Tuesday.
Mrs. Martin Luther King.
was not a demand made to the front of the White House was
"Because all people seem to
The day's activities will conclude
Few payed any attention to
president but, rather, an appeal to teeming with people. Groups from
the understand about the intensity of the
with a candlelight march around the
Congress. This was stressed heavily "UAW Local 259" to "Gay Power taunts, and at the very same point in anti-war movement is numbers.
Mall.
the route where less than 50 gathe
by the demonstration's organizers as Against the War" had amassed
red 50,000-fair. 100,000-good , a
they stood overlooking the shoulder to shoulder. For miles in to listen to plans for a mid-afternoon half-million? I don't knou. We just
Two students to compete
"breakaway march," the Washington came here to
sun-drenched crowd that extended every direction, hordes of peopl
be counted," the
e
from the entire west side of the could be seen streaming toward the Post counted over 110,000 people demonstrator replied.
in bridge tournament
capitol building all the way up starting place of the march where so marching by on their way to the
"Did you succeed?"
many had now gathered. (I he Police Capitol in one hours' time
"You tell me."
Two UMO students - - Mr. and Pennsylvania Avenue to the White
Mrs. Edward Spear of Bangor - - will House. some three miles away.
The crowd appeared as jovial as it
compete this weekend in the third
was large. (200,000-500.000 being
annual Charles Goren Intercollegiate
Undergrad Teaching Assistants
Bridge Finals at Northern Illinois the choice between the police and
Wanted
the
parti
cipants' estimates). Along
University in Peoria. Illinois.
the entire march route, people
TA's needed for general and
_ The Spears last month won the
dashed from their places in line into
organic labs. Readers in
New England collegiate bridg
e nearb
1,0ND ON
y package stores (which were
organic and physical also
tournament in Connecticut.
IN
• ANGOR
quite plentiful) and brought back
wanted. Majors from any
The Spears supervise all the bridge
Old Englid, Pub a lid Chop liou,t
wine by the gallons. Often this was
field acceptable. Competent ,
clubs in the Bangor area, and play
passed freely throughout the crowd,
in Chemistry and ability to
duplicate bridge twice a week.
BANQL
as were literally thousands of joints
communicate essential.
Spear is a junior majoring in
And Funct IlIn Rooms
will have faculty aid and
zoology. His wife is a sophomore of marijuana which eventually
LIONS DEN
created a light-brownish haze over
supervision. Good pay ...
majoring in elementary education.
20
TUDOR ROOM
SO
the very steps of the Capitol.
CRYSTAL ROOM
apply 285 Aubert Hall
In Peoria, this weekend, the
75
RED LION UNDER
300
Not all of ti !
Spears will face 14 other pairs of
,-,)vvd was able to
bridge players in the national finals.
427 Main Street Bangor
)11,each pair representing a region of the
HI
1.()N1)( r.\
U.S.

GIRLS ... Pretty soon it will be time
to
bring out those bikinis. Be in top
shape.
Inquire about our 1 MnNTH progra
m to
trim you down for
41
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hand guns - rifles - shotguns
amunition supplies
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You Aiwa s Do Better At Day's

We give him
what he wants
•JEANS
snap fOnt or button fly
•NYLON HIP
LENGTH JACKETS
*DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
*KNIT PANT TOPS
*BODY SHIRTS
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A story of love.
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Our readers write in..

president for finance
and
administration, the
University
part
iall
y
subs
idizes the Maine
What type of representative paper
is the University-subsidized CAMPUS CAMPUS as a journalism laboratory
when a staff of eight people can and a paper for the students. The
April 29,1971
downgrade and antagonize students, question of future subsidy to the
faculty, administration, and alumni CAMPUS is being discussed by the
The opinions expressed in
with no avenues open for administration at the present time.
this paper are not necessarily
We don't think that the
competition or opposition?
those of the University of
CAMPUS
Maine •
For example, last week's paper couW survive as a private corporation
on
its
sales
for
survival. The CAMPUS
gave no report of Greek weekend,
but instead passed off three is like a spoiled brat: a child
disparaging editorials on the entire surrounded with financial protection
Greek system as news stories. To that can afford to sit in its playpen
suppport its condemnation of the and stick its digital dactyloid at
Since the CAMPUS published
a story and
Greeks, the CAMPUS (a journalistic everything it doesn't understand or
things are brought to their attention it
editorial last week in effect
is dealt laboratory dedicated to the high agree with. Without University
condemning the
with. We applaud that, and also the fact
hazing practices of hell week, ther
that virtue of truth) took words out of subsidy, the CAMPUS could no
e has been a
longer afford to antagonize stude
fraternities have apparently made very
torrent of rebuttal. Most of
nts,
large context and twisted facts. These were faculty,
it has been
administration and alumni
then
print
ed
stri
as
the
des
truth
awa
.
y from hazing in the last few years.
well-founded and has brought
up issues which
The method of obtaining with opinions it continually passes
But we still feel that whenever a pled
we feel should be clarified and
ge is "quotes" used in one unsigned off as news stories.
set straight.
hazed he should not feel bound to a prom
Many people have expressed
We hope that those peop
ise of editorial was a telephone interview.
that our
le in
silence but should feel that if he comp
statements mislead a majority of
President Libby was asked the charge will not just laugh this off
lain
s
to
as
readers into
ever
the proper people action will result. More
ything else they don't agree
leading question, "What justification
thinking that (1) hazing
with,
over, do
practices were
but will instead take
you have for frate
he should not fear a reprisal for
widespread and (2) they
such a answer, as he explaine rnities?" His and met the sitellengethis seriously
were officially
to make the
d
to
us
Frid
disc
ay
losu
re,
though some pledges have said that morning,
condoned by the fraternity offi
was that "in a practical CAMPUS "the strident newspaper of
cialdom.
their
soci
al
well
-being would be jeopardized sense, they did provide bedspace
Neither is true.
as the University of Maine, Orono" as
should they publicly complain.
well as providing a living-learning proclaimed on the front pogo.
All fraternities have stated poli
cies that
experience."
SalPy Smith
declare that all hazing practices
Such pressure is what prompts some
are banned,
The CAMPUS thee took these
Sherry Stetson
pledges
most, if not all, fraternities have
to submit themselves to hazing prac
a work week
tices in the statements and printed them to say,
or some other constructive acti
"Fraternities at UMO serve a useful
first place, and no doubt binds them
vity instead of
Still hurt, angry
equally purpose in that
the nonsensical things done duri
they provide 600
well to secrecy. This, perhaps, is
ng hell weeks
why many extra beds for men." The second
When I returned from the
of years gone by.
part
people were unaware that any of
conf
of
erence in Toronto with my
his
the
stat
acti
emen
ons
t
was
used
in another
The problem the CAMPUS was,
mentioned actually have taken plac
and is,
American, Canadian
part of the article and qualified
e.
and
to
concerned about is that a few brot
Indo-Chinese sisters, I very
change the meaning entirely.
hers continue
much
The great amount of good done by
to pressure pledges into doin
As for the second quote that wanted an effective means of sharing
g things they
fraternities should not be outweighed
certainly wouldn't do on their own
"fraternities are no longer the elite what I had learned with the
by
the
vast
initiative.
actions of individuals therein. That man
The majority of the fraternity and
y feel groups they -once were," President majority of students on this campus.
sorority
Libb
I
naive
y
expl
assu
our
ly
ained that he had meant
med the best means of
publication did incur such an imbalanc
people who became outraged
e is
did so because
that fraternity men were less so doing would be through
indeed unfortunate and equally unintent
the
what we said cast a poor light on
ional. discriminating against the non-Gree
the innocent.
ks CAMPUS.
But simple non-participation in hazing
This, no doubt, is justified if peop
that
they had been in the past.
is not
I say naively, because on Sunday
le indeed
enough for either the fraternities'
President Libby said that he night, four days after reading
were lead to believe that hell wee
image or
the
k was still a
well-being. It is active campaigning agai
would not write in to the CAMPUS article on our "leftist
fraternity policy.
women's
nst the
saying that he
meeting,
last remnants of the traditions that is
It is not.
needed. expressing hishas been misquoted or and disil" I am still very hurt, angry
lusioned. I spent over two
ideas because that
The
frat
erni
ties
assu
re
us that they are doing
Some hazing. however, does cont
would feed the fires of this touchy hours with reporters from this
inue and :1
paper.
this.
few brothers do occasionally harr
issue which is just what the CAMPUS I lent them copies of stat
ass pledges in
emen
ts
We look forward to the abolition
wants.
published at the conference, read
private. Fraternity officials say that Whe
of all
the
n such
non -constructive hazing activities.
carefully taken notes, talked of
What type of principles is a pape
what
r
living up to when it misuses the
I hoped to accomplish and wish
facts
ed to
stress, all in a very sincere effor
to create the impressions it want
t to
s? In
keep the story accurate
the finger award given to Profe
ssor
and
Dunlap last week, all of the provable informative. It is neither.
facts but one were incorrect.
I did not go to Toronto to find
out about 'Viet atrocities." My
The paper did print a minu
This sear has been a ear of quie
Lai
te
t of the
be someone to reflect, the 1965
was not an isolated incident - we
apology last week along
college campuses. we all know that
-197
are
with
2
peri
od
. Compared
learn
Dunl
ing all this from the national
ap's letter to the editor. The
will be one of seemingly
to the thunder of other years, this
cons
tant
prot
est
press. How can I help but think
CAMPUS stuck them up
spring has
against the Vietnam war. This, of
been also embarrassing by its quie
course, is not corner of the editorial page in the CAMPUS is after sensationalism?the
t. Many
wher
I
e
true.
people have been calling each othe
they were overshadowed by
brought back a lot of information
the
r apathetic so
Real
izing this cycle, then, it is hope
long we all seem to believe it.
d that large-type editorials of the CAMPUS haven't seen published, yet it chose
There have been
one is not'too discouraged by
staff.
to stress torture in the prisons.
some encouraging signs of late that
the
12 months of
the long.
Som
Atrocities may make more
e
of
the
relat
memb
ive
ers
quie
of the staff
t on campuses. This period did
quiet winter is coming to an end.
not itself have complained of some
headlines, but isn't it more importan
by
of
any
the
t
mea
ns
signify the death of the peace policies. A repor
Many feel bitter that the fervor of
ter's article is turned for us to know other things? Why not
last May
mov
eme
nt,
only
its
reconsolidation. This past in to be edited, by a girl who has had report the spirit of the people - how
and June did not carry througho
ut the entire
weekend in Washington proved that
no journalism experience othe
year -. and that an entire year has
.
r than in Laos the bombing is so heavy,
been wasted.
a journalism law course. The
people are forced to dig into cave
Desp
ite
the
fact
that
artic
s to
le is
Perhaps it has. But, on reflection, one
the idea of a then
sees that
printed, completely different survive, and in so doing are setting
-moratorium- is getting stale,
up
the psychological trauma of
or
that
for
the
than
when
facto
ries and schools and a foundary?
passed in, under the
a Chicago
initial moratoriums there was
convention or a Kent State
bylin
e of the reporter who does
tremendous
Why not tell of the way these
cannot be
not
television coverage that man
recognize the article as her own.
maintained by the human mind for
y
said
was
very long.
responsible for the crowds, this
According to John Blake,
People complain about this weak
little publicized
vice
The Student newspaper
of the University of Main
e at Orono

What's the story, here?

Fraternities: an explanation

...they rose from i he dead...

ness in
human nature, but it seems incurable.
Perhaps
simple acceptance of it, to a poin
t, is wise.
Historically, there has never been
a great
emotional upheaval that has lasted
more than
perhaps a year. Though it often
appears in
history books that great movements
such as
church reformation, lasted cent
uries, the
movement rose and ebbed periodic
ally. No
doubt a h:'
should there

march gathered far more peop
le than ever.
'Chose who said that Nixon's
withdrawal policy
had silenced the opposition were
caught with
their pants down.
Even if the rest of this year
is quiet, let's
hope people remember that the
deteimination
remains. An election year is almo
st upon us,
and the lessons since 1968 may
make for more
efficient operation if changes
in the white
house staff are desired next spring.

Spring: time for finals

Spring is a time for rest, wntemplation and
new beginnings, not a time for rehashing
the
old, which is exactly what happens duri
ng
finals. With three and a half weeks to go befo
re
finals, students are already beginning to
get
uptight. There is a we-don't- need-this attitude
purveying the campus. And for good reason.
Students do not look forward to the task
of
having to reread a book they have already read
in February. They do not look forward eith
er
to the task of having to organize pages and
pages of scribbled notes. Doodles in the margins
of notebooks remind one of what they were
doing in February or earlier that winter. Winter
1971 at LIMO was not the most exciting.
In the spring, the blood boils with renewed
energy. But most feel the body has better
things to do than walk to a class, wield pencil,
or play with test tubes.

In the spring, revitalizing oxygen
flushes the
brain like a natural high. But what
do most
people do when they're high?
Study their
math? Dissect a frog? We know bett
er.
In the spring, students become
restless and
bored with school. There are sum
mer jobs to
worry about. Places to go. New
things to see
and do.
There is something inherently wron
g with
the idea that simply repeating
the things a
teacher wants to hear is what garn
ers credits,
accumulates credit points, and
facilitates
graduation. Most students and som
e professors
will admit that getting good grades
does not
require studying for knowledge
and the
pplication of it, hut. lather, studying
to be able
to regurgitate the matter rammed dow
n their
intellectual gullet.

LEITERS
Letters must be less than MX)
words, typed, double-spaced,
and
in our hands by 5 p.m. Mond
ay.
Letters
must bear
valid
signatures and addresses. Names
will be withheld upon request.
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AWARD
Five dollars will be paid to
the
person writing the best story
of
the week, in the opinion
of the
editorial staff. All stud
ents are
eligible, with the exceptio
n of
CAMPUS editorial staff
members.
The deadline for all
stories is
Tuesday noon.
Last week's award went
to
Eileen Stretton, a
junior
journalism major, for her
story on
next fall's quiet-dorm
experiment.
The Maine CAMPUS
is published
Thursdays during the
college year
by students of the
Unive
rsity of
Maine in Orono.
Subscripti
- $2.50 per semester, $4.0on rate
0 per
year. Local advertisin
g rate $2.00 per column inch.
Editorial
and business offices
located at
104 IA)rd Hall,
University of
Maine, Orono, Main
e 04473.
Telephone
(207)
601 -7631 .
Represented
for
national
advertising
by
F,ducational Advertisin National
g
Services,
a division of Readers
Digest Sales
and Services, Inc., 360
Lexington
Avenue, New York,
New York,
10017. Second class
postage paid
at Orono. Maine, 0447
3.
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THE FINGER AWARD
-- A
fellangious facsimile of fecal
fulmination to be presente
d
weekly to the individual or grou
p
most *serving (in the
humble
estimation of this paper) of some
negative notoriety.
_
This week the decrepit but
determined dactyloid goes to the
person or persons responsible for
not putting on a referendum
ballot the question that asked
''should student senators be
elected twice each year?" Such an
omnivorous, ostial
ostiumtubaeatic otaheitic
0si reseratic osculation of
an
,•rthospermous oquassic
orange
s vs allow w un-like omission
is
inexcusable. Moreover, this
dinornithic dinophileatic dalliant
dimourphous dynoscerasic
decalcomaniatic discrepancy is
didactic, and must be rigorously
rectified.
What more can we say?
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the maine campus
5
people are organizing
their little more
constructive. Why don't
provisional government,
how it you go clean
up the University
operates, what it hopes to do
for the grounds or
something -- you'd be
people?
more of a help!
I wanted the people of
this Reginald E. Kenerson,
university to know that
Aroostook Hall by President Winthrop
C. Libby
the
herbicides being dropped
contain
thalidomide, and so we are
causing a
Historical
University policy on socia
generation of deformed babie
Poor judgment
l consequence, the fraternities have
s to be
fraternities. They are regarded
born. Aren't facts about the
In
Janua
as lost many of the traditional. social
ry 1964, by direction of
Saigon
social, self-perpetuating living
army, or the 500 American
I join with the growing numbers the Board of Trustees, a committee
units advantages they once enjoyed.
GI's in
responsible within general University
stockade for refusing to go
of
As a person who desires sincerely
of
Unive
UMO
rsity
of
students and faculty
Maine faculty codes
on patrol
and regulations for then own to see fraterniti
as important as torture? I
members headed by Professor John
es strong, viable and
wanted to becoming increasingly fed up with
J.
operations with the expectation that useful both
help break the stereotype
Nolde (now Dean of Arts
to themselves and to the
s that the Maine CAMPUS, its peculiar
and they will colle
ctively make a positive University it has been some
relegate people into Gooks or
what
Cong reporting standards and elitist Sciences) made a thorough-going contribution
to the institution.
and make the war racist as
analysis of the fraternity syste
discouraging to recognize that:
well as attitudes.
m at
imperialistic.
the University of Maine. This
1. Many fraternities have not been
For example, the April 22 issue
report
The beautiful feelings and
Fraternity Goals
fiscally responsible and have
spirit carries a sizable article about a is still worth reviewing since it was
of co-operation among the
carefully made and rema
difficulty in meeting minimum
women at Left-wing women's conference
ins
in
the conference somehow
As an ideal, fraternities might
safety standards within their
wasn't Toronto to which only one UMO pertinent.
provide the following to their
worth mentioning - but out
Both
the
houses.
stren
gths and weaknesses
being student attending and "represent(ing)
members and hence to the University 2. Fraterni
fnsked was an interesting
of the fraternity system
ties are strongly
enough AWS and the women from UMO
were
" presented
tidbit to merit pubbcation.
competitive for members to a
in some detail. The of Maine:
was identified. This conference,
held
1.
A
feeling of "belonging" to those
I'm not going to scream about
point where the entire fraternity
the April 9-13, was nearly two weeks old concluding evaluative sentence in the
individuals who for many reasons
tesponsibilities of good journalism at the
report, which was underlined
system may be injured.
time of publication.
for
of personality and background 3. Immature
because no rine ever seems to pay
le-house hazing of
Yet when the editor of the emphasis, reads as follows:
any
need to identify with a small
attention to that anyway.
initiates in some fraSernities has
What I CAMPUS was asked by this writer to
group in a physical and
want to mention is the responsibi
created suspicion of all
lity cover the address of DLS speaker ". .the Committee feels that white
intellectual sense.
people have to one another
the
frate
rnity
fraternities.
Philli
syste
p
Abbo
m
to be
at present 2.
tt Luce on March 25, Ise
Experience for individuali in 4. Frat
accurate, to listen, to respect
ernity programs for
what replied in words to the effect that it contributes little to the purposes and
adjusting to group living asd in
we are trying to say.
community improvement and
was not wk it because it would be values of the University of Maine,
the
princ
iples of inaeagsng
Whole sections of this article
assistance are not understood or
old news by the nine students there is no reason why it cannot be
are
cooperatively their finances, a
siniply inaccurate and either
returned norn vacation. But old news rebuilt and reconstructed in such a
appreciated.
fiction
physical plant, a feeding psograrn, 5. The
or misinterpretations. While the
not even lavieg 'wearied at U140 way 06 to contribute significantly to
mistakes or praehoes of a
term
a social program and other
those
Third World originally applied to
purpo
facets
ses
single fraternity are reed as an
and
rates
two
values
ceskinms.
. We think
the
of
a complete living unit.
colonized countries, it has come
argument against Ilhe entire
Surety, Luce, is a former it should be given a chance."
to
3. Opportunity for members
moan non-white peoples. Thus
of
system while the excellent
unde
rgro
und
U.S.
, there
Communist,
diver
s
backg
rounds and csilestre to
The report concluded with a long
were no Red Chinese or Afric
programs of another da not have
ans revolutionary, and now a right-wing
contribute from their own
from the "lesser powers") or
an offsetting force.
libertarian, had as much of a story to series of specific recommendations
South
e x per iences and inter
ests to
Americans.
During the current academic year
tell as the Vietnamese women covering areas of: 1. Physical and
greater group understanding
fiscal
in a (1970-71) there is strong,
,
Our Third World sisters fro,m
2.
refer
Acad
red to in the article.
emic, 3. Internal
the
meani
ngful fashion.
structure and organizations, and
U.S. and Canada were the
encouraging evidence that the
Young Americans for Freedom
4. 4. Organized involvemen
Chicanas,
t by the fraternity system can be restr
Misce
llane
Young Lords, I Wor Kuens, welfa
ous
(Luc
sugge
e's
stion
co-s
s. Many of
ponsor) has been
uctured
re
frate
rniti
es,
individually and and rebuilt "into
mothers, and the blacks. There was consistently misquoted and these recommendations have lead to
a system of vitality
collectively, in making the Oron
o and significance." The UM Fraternity
one Venezuelan woman, as well as
misrepresented just about every time action. Many have not.
campus community a better place
a
Board is becoming a unifying force in
One of the recommendations was
Dominican, but the rest of us were
the CAMPUS has sent someone down
for all students.
identifying and working towards
American and Canadian.
from the ivory towers to cover us. that there be a follow-up study of 5. Provide
the means by which a common
goals in rushing, fiscal
The statement that "I was Billed as "the student newspaper" of fraternities in about five years.
small group would have an
management, activity programs and
savagely tortured by American GI's" UMO, it seems to be rather choosy in During academic 1969-70 the
enriched cultural experience
as other areas.
is also inaccurate, as the Vietnamese
what students it prefers to deal with. Student Affairs Office and the
students through use of the
carry out torturing under American
Strong leadership by chapter
I smell repression at UMO. Every Student Senate were asked by the
fraternity organization as
a
supervision. Also, the woman that "Readers Write In" column reflects President to appoint a
nucleus about which might be presidents, by UMFB officers and
graduate chapter advisors is critical
sold her hair did so to provide for the
more and more dissatisfaction with student/faculty committee to
structured significant intellectu
al and when existing a positive
baby she bore in prison and this
the CAMPUS method of doing conduct a re-evaluation of men's
factor.
programs.
is
The Student Affairs Office has been
not a common practice.
things. All we ask is for the CAMPUS fraternities. A committee was 6. Provi
de
living
space
for
600
appoi
or helpful in building a
nted. No committee report has
to give us a break. Clumsy reporting,
Most women must shave their
more
more members thus reducing the
satisfactory atmosphere for desirable
heads in prison because of the
high-handed editing of candidate been made to the President.
need for dormitory space.
chang
e.
conditions. (To assume the hair was
platforms, letters to the editor, and
Whether these ideals are accepted
Official Institutional Philosophy
Philosophically I believe that .ny
used for a falls seems an imposition
interviewee's remarks, biased news
as reasonable and possible
by student group, recognized by lie
of American styles upon the
coverage, and selective information is
By the fact that fraternities exist, fraternity men may be the key to the University, should be allowed to
Viernamese.) My sister made
not
in
keepi
ng
with
to
the
stand
future of fraternities at
ards of
no
the its own "thing" as long as in ,ie
statement about being tortured
true journalists, and certainly not in they are officially recognized by the University
of
Maine
.
Board of Trustees, the governing
doing of it University standards ,d
agreement with the search for truth
"senselessly rather than for any
.
regulations are not undermined Jr
reason" and I did not report such a
Maybe if enough people care to body of the University, as a
Personal Opinion
broken. Fraternities are a fact of ,e
demand equality from our "student legitimate part of the institution with
statement.
the
on this campus and as a gener.
pote
ntia
l
for
newsp
aper," it will respond. The
contributing
I am upset that in an attempt to
y
Frate
rnities have more or less they have
contributed significa• y
headline to the lead editorial positive values to on-campus life.
dispel some of the myths surroundin
been
"und
g
er
the
gun"
for
the past and positively to the University.
Somewhat unusual is the fact that
this war, so many untrue statements ("Information, Not Propaganda")
decade. The University has impr
only fraternities and sororities of
oved
Speaking for the University,
were made. We didn't meet to discu
migh
t
be
all
a
good
begi
nnin
the
g
quality of its living facilities; has my
ss
student organizations need
opinion that the Univei
"would-be problems," our problems
watchword.
be liberalized its socia
l regulations; has administration accepts
approved by the Board of Trustees
are very real - and we don't need the
fraternities
Jeff Hollingsworth
as developed programs
of substance what they are and is anxio
a prerequisite to existence.
Maine CAMPUS compounding them
us to a
Chairman, UMO YAF
within residences; has encou
raged fraternities in moving closer to
Beyond this there is no offical
Belinda Huston
group activities of various kinds.
As a goals listed herein.
Defends Dunlap

Libby.on hate

CAMPUS misinformed

The CAMPUS has gone beyond
the bounds of decency in an attempt
to assassinate Professor Dunlap's
character. You may deny such
motive, but I wonder what other
conclusion can be drawn from an
article of this type in which "facts"
are not even approximately correct?
Your article may come under
provision of laws covering libel or
slander, and the CAMPUS would be
well-advised to print a public
apology. Incidentally, who wrote the
article? Or doesn't the "right to
know" that the CAMPUS
editorializes so eloquently include
the right to know one's accuser.
James L. Wolfhagen

We dissent...

Den revisions

called names, or spurned becau,
wear the Army green. For the r
part, a mutual respect for views
thoughts has been rendered by
students and myself.
I have never walked away fro
student who wanted to talk or
questions. However, while walk
two weeks ago from the Fo,
Library to my car, via Memo
Union, I happened to be a target
a fist-size rock coming from the
of Memorial Union. When I glan
up, I saw a group of students ma
their way back from the edge.
Fortunately, it missed; howes,
never thought that I would sc.
student at the University of 14,,
stoop to such childish pranks. If
individual had anything to say.
could have said it to my face, an
could have respected him as a r
for doing so.
I ducked flying projectiles f.
year prior to coming to Main,
should hope that I won't havc
wear a steel helmet and flack
whenever I go to class or study in
Library in the future.
Dominic W. Ruggeri()
Major, Armor
Dept. of Military Scie•

I must take issue with your biased
It has been learned that two of
and irresponsible journalistic attack
I read with interest your editorial
the head residents at UMO have been of April
on fraternities in the April 22
15 concerning the Bear's
relieved of their duties next year, Den renov
CAMPUS. You were obviously
ation. The Memorial Union
with
no
provi
sions for the future.
misinformed and removed from the
Governing Board decided to
We can't speak for the other one, undertake
situation, and you cited many
this project after many
but we the residents of York Hall compl
second -handed and exaggerated
aints of the inadequacy and the
belie
ve
that
Mrs. Drisko, our head dirtiness of the Bear'
instances.
s Den. A
resident, has been more than quest
I have first=hand experience
ionnaire sent to a large sample
comp
eten
t.
We
have
foun
d her to be of the university population
having recently finished going
also
understanding and responsive to the indic
through Hell Week at Phi Mu Delta
ated this.
,
needs of students.
and I cannot see how you can feel
The Bear's Den, if renovated, will
As may be remembered, a not
be changed structurally. It will
justified in passing judgment from
previous letter in the Maine CAMPUS
only mean new lighting and paneling
the outside. Indeed, it is "comic strip
made her a tyrant concerning lounge
to give the Den a more informal air. I
journalism."
conduct. The fact of the matter is
would like to stress that if this
Each year, freshmen are more
that she had received several renov
ation is undertaken, the Bear's
educated and more independent than
complaints before she took action.
Den will not be changed into a
the freshmen the year before, and
Editor's note: It is the CAMPUS' Mrs. Drisko was only doing what super-spotle
ss restaurant.
each year the physical demands
policy to allow staff members to certain girls had asked her to do.
I would personally be interested
diminish during Hell Week. I can see
Which brings us to the matter of
remain anonymous if they so request.
in any comments from the university
nothing wrong with sacrificing a little
an accusation made by the Deans of
community concerning either the
pride and ego in order to gain the
Housing concerning possible
Greeks displeased
great experience of a tight
"b rain washing" of 235 college Maine Lounge or the Bear's Den. I
would like to hear both sides - brotherhood, which is the "useless"
In your article on Hell Week women. Being intelligent and
arguments against changing the
outcome.
(April 22nd), I czn't understand why supposedly mature young ladies, we
present situation and suggestions to
I find it understandable that the you included
the unidentified naturally resent the implication that make
the situation better. Any
people writing the articles and student's state
ment that, "(Students) any head resident could have that comments
may be sent to me in care
making the uninformed accusation
much
control over our thinking.
s hear bad stones about a certain fiat
of the Memorial Union.
cannot understand fraternity and
When we voted for a parietal trial
they build a picture in their
brotherhood because they obviously mind
James Bickford
s that relates to all of them," period, we did so on our own. As a
have never experienced it.
Chairman
because you explain how "stories" matter of fact, Mrs. Drisko never
Memorial Union Governing Boarc
If fraternities serve no other such as
yours help to ruin the voiced an opinion on this, or any
Concert intolerance
useful function other than to provide fraternity
othe
r
matte
image on campus.
r at our meetings.
space, then the CAMPUS serves no
I'm not sure whether the deluge Obviously, the majority of the girls in
We viewed with misgivings
Soldier intolerance
useful purpose other than to provide of frate
rnity criticism in last week's this dorm felt a trial period would be
display of intolerance
a release to frustrated journalism CAMPUS
In my two and one-half years at immaturity perpetrated by our fell
is due to resentment of in their best interest.
majors. The CAMPUS is no more Fames' and Chamb
We have found that Mrs. Drisko the University of Maine. I have students here at the university
erlain's election,
v
constructive than the Hell Week they to resentment
of fun fraternities and has always acted with the girls of encountered many students with attended the Frankenstein con,
attack. Could it be possible that a sororities, had over
York
many
Hall in mind. She has given us
different views and trends of last Saturday evening.
Greek Weekend,
revengeful soul on the CAMPUS staff or to personal dislik
The intolerance exhibited toss al
e of fraternities the respect and responsibility due thought. As a professional soldier. I
was "blackballed" out of one of in general,
but I am sure that further college women. We feel we are have talked to students concerning an alternative musical art form s,
those 600 beds?
unfair, and unfounded, criticism will capabk. of deciding whether we want the Military service, the War, and of inexcusable, the immaturit)
I hope that in the future the add to the large number
throwing paper airplanes and it
of people a head resident or a comples family. late, the ('alley trial.
CAMPUS can refrain from the who are skeptical
Never have I attempted to jeering of entertaine
of the CAMPUS'
rs by the group
childish mudslinging and undeserved ability to print anything
"brainwash" or degrade anyone for of students who
valid.
Sincerely
participated in thesc
attacks and can themselves become a
their views. I must further state that activities disap
Chris Page
pointing. Cliff Rosen
the Residents of York Hall
only in isolated cases have I been
Murray Shulman
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Sophomore Owls and Eagles
named for the next year

UMO prof places 42nd in marathon

Being an athlete doesn't iiiahc
you a freak. Being a non-professional
runner doesn't make you an energe
tic
zombie who likes the thrill of being
weird. And placing 42nd in
the
Boston Marathon at the age of
39
doesn't make you Mr. Super-runne
r.
English Professor Walter
J.
Renaud of Orono thinks this is
the
image most people have of him.
here are such misconceptions
about running a marathon," Renaud
said, "it's really no longer a question
of endurance."
With a commendable time of two
hours and 36 minutes, Renaud paced
the 26 miles and 385 yards from
Hopkinton, Mass., to the Prudential
Building in Boston and came through
the race feeling quite fresh.
"I learned in this race that I
lacked the mental toughness to drive
myself," Renaud said. His goal for his
3rd marathon race in four years was
to run the -stretch in less than two
hours and forty minutes. Renaud
beat this goal by four minutes.
"I run because 1 love it," Renaud
said. He was happy to have achieved
the pace he had planned and said that
the marathon was one of the most
enjoyable competition events he has
The third annual Poetry Festival award
ed the National Book Award in ever been
in.
will be held here Tuesday through 1963)
, and The Rescued Year.
About 1,000 other competitors
Thursday next week. X. J. Kennedy, Stafford
is a poetry consultant to the gathered on
a sunny Patriot's Day
Robert Duncan and William Staff
ord Library of Congress.
(April 19) for the race.
will read, respectively, Tuesd
ay,
Wednesday and Thursday evenings at
8 in the Maine Lounge of the Union
.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Kennedy's publications include
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVER
two books of verse,Nude Descending
Y KIND PRINTED,
a Staircase and Growing Into Love.
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBAC
K. ALWAYS A
His Selected Poems will be published
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURN
ITURE AT LOW,
later this year.
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES
Duncan's major books of poetry
FOR THAT MEANare The Opening of the Field, Roots
INCiFUL GIFT.
and Branches, and Bending the Bow.
His reading at UMO will be one of
-- Largest Shop in Maine -his
two in the northeast this year.
End of Toil Bridge
Stafford's three volumes of poetry
Brewer, Maine
are West of Your City, Travel
ing
Open 9-9
Tel. 942-8563
Through the Dark (which was
Sophomore Owls and Eagles have
been chosen for next year.
Eagles act as liaison between
incoming freshmen women and help
them adjust to University life.
An Eagle may be recognized by
her uniform and a blue star over
her
right eye.
New Eagles chosen this year are:
Patti Abram, Sue Adair, Kathy
Alden, June Allison, Jo Ann Barria
u,
Ellen Baum, Linda Buck, Sue Can,
Kelly Clark, Jan Coates, Nancy Gray,
Maggie Delano, Rhonda Dickenson,
Terry Don, Joann Foss, Dina
Gabriel, Nancy Gagnon.
Judy Gallagher, Debbie Garside,
Pam Hakala, Brenda Harvey, Sue
Jeschke, Sonia Martin, Sue McBrady,
Charron Mercier, Cathy Monahan,
Holly Nalevenko, Karen O'Connell,
Sue Pierce.
Mona Pothier, Janet Reid, Lyn
Sanborn, Lori Sirabella. Debbie
Shaw, Carole Sherry, Carol Smith,

Sue Smith, Sandy Styma,
Nancy
Sweeney, Candy Verrill, Joy Walke
r
and Elaine Watson.
Owls endeavor to assist incoming
freshmen men in adapting to
life at
UMO.
An Own is identified by the black
dot that is worn on the foreh
ead.
New Owls chosen this year
are:
Jeff Temple, Norm Buck,
Lou
Janicki, Dan Guerette, Pete Ratti
gan,
Richard Butters, Jim Gedney,
Mark
Girard, Frank Finch, Walt Whitc
omb,
Mike Give, Richard Fortin,
Tom
Tardiff, Steve Coutts, Micha
el
Fendler,
Alan Pulkinin, Charles Rotundi,
William Jordan, Michael Miles,
Scott
Kukuchek, Steve Hayes, S. Dean
Pike, Barret Baca11, Torn Hutchinson
,
Robert MacMannis, Charles Sulliv
an,
Steve Heathcote, Brian Wentw
orth,
Michael Longo, Ed Morin, Dave
Foster, Randy Smith, Richard Rista
u
and Jeff Tani.

Poetry Festival to be held next week

—I he cow.*
tlat until about 17
miles out of Boston," he said, "and
then you meet the hills."
Renaud commented on the
preparation necessary for a race of
this nature.
"I ran about 90 to 100 miles a
week before the Marathon," he said.
When people exclaim that a
marathon is an amazing feat of
endurance for a man of Renaud's age
(39) he notes that almost all
marathon champs are in their 30's.
"I'm beginning to think I should
have reached my plateau already,"
Renaud said.
But he continued. "there's a
certain freedom to running, there's
no one to coach you so when you
run you develop your own training
procedures."
As a participant in the closest
marathon race in years (the first and

se id

pa.c

inners were within five

seconds of each other), Renaud is
pleased. He commends the improved
racing paraphenalia (like improved
course shoes to prevent blisters) and
also applauds the people in the
Boston area who turn out every year
to offer water, oranges and
morale-boosting chants along the
way.
Renaud has only been running for
about nine years at his leisure and
admits to having entered the first
marathon as a lark. But the running
that he does around Orono and
sometimes into Bangor is a sincere
and concerted effort to please
himself.
If you pass Professor Renaud in
your car some afternoon, catch the
smile on his face behind the sweat.
Don't just say,"Who's the fool in the
pants?"

Wong's
launcry anc dry cleaning
51 Washington St.
Pick up and deliver
7 am - 9 pm
7 days a week

Bangor
Tel. 945 3448
Shirts satisfaction guaranteed
SUITS

DRESSES
GOOD WAY TO SAVE MONEY
I

•
DO YOU NEED a drawing
pen, ink, paper, pencils,

one*

rulers, typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the office and
school supply line.

Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
1 4 State St.

FOOT—LONG HOT DOGS AND
DELICIOUS PIZZA
OUR SPECIALTY
NOW SERVING
YOUR FAVORITE
WINE AND BEER

Bangor

183 CENTER STREET

,„lassified
WISH TO BUY

FOR SALE

Small, low priced trailer with or
without land. Call Sandy
827-2484.

Two - 6.50 x 13 tires. Mounted.
Cheap - good condition. Call
581-7501 or 866-2895.

DATSUN 240Z
1971 Model for sale. Only 5.000
miles. Excellent. MUST SELL.
Call: Russ Brackett, 866-4434.
Lambda Chi Alpha.

INTERNATIONAL JOBS •
Europe, South America, Asia,
Australia, U.S.A. Thousands of
openings • all fields ... Social
Sciences. Business, Sciences,
Engineering. Education, etc.
Earnings to S500 weekly.
Summer and permanent. Paid
expenses, overtime, bonuses,
travel. Complete new information
only 53.000. Money back
guarantee. %rite now!
International Employment. Box
721-M52, Peabody, Massachusetts
01960.

I I II/ Monocular Microscope
with movable stage. Perfect
condition. Call 866-2066.

Interested in starting your own
business this summer with a new,
nationally-known product? Write
R.A.H. Distributing Company,
Suite 14, 4821 Sahler Street,
Omaha, Nebraska 68104 or call
Area Code 402-455-3395 (no
collect calls.)

To people that want the best in
Saint Bernard% with 6 gen.
pedigree with many champions.
Call after 5 p.m. 866-4343.

BANGOR

%ATERBEDS ARE SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY
Everyone says, "Two things are
better on a waterbed and one of
them is sleep." The flowing rythm
of water literally follows the
sleeper gradually reaching perfect
stillness as you settle into place
for a heavenly rest that holds no
backaches, muscle tension - - just
pure ecstasy and a sea of dreams
indeed.
WATERBED
HISTORY:
Designed by and for hospitals for
better body conformation and
weight displacement but now its
in the bedroom, YEH!
DELUXE MODEL
$49.95
KING SIZE 6 ft. x 7 ft.
The world's finest quality
waterbed carrying a 10-year
guarantee.
Send check or money for
immediate delivery to:

WANTED
Part-time Director of Youth
Work, Orono United Methodist
Church. Started Sept. I. Some
experience desired.
Call 866-4605 or 866-2309 for
further information and
application form.

TROPICAL WATERBEDS
Box 2243
Hammond,Indiana 46323
(Economy
models are
also
available in all sizes.)

BMW motorcycle 1965 RMS.
excellent mechanical condition
5500 - phone 422-6823 in East
Sullivan.

Would you like to make
money
for
your
sorority.
fraternity, any project or just for
s ourself! Sell waterbeds. we have
price set up for dealers and
organizations.

This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car maker seem
s to be
giving you one reason or another not to
buy o
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good
idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as
the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engin
e.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers thgt their cars are "better than a Beetl
e,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years exper
ence in small cars to back it ur
Volkswagen.

PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN@
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR

TEL. 947-0121
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Jones pitches Bears to 11-4 win
to push team's record .o 7-2

by Gary Crowe
The Uld0 baseball team defeated
Bowdoin College 11-4 here last
Saturday.
The win was marked by the
pitching performance of the Bears'
Mike JOnes. Jones returned from a
case of pneumonia and a pulled groin
muscle to toss six shutout innings.
the sophomore also fanned II Polar
Bears in ninning his record to 2-0.
Rod Choroszy came on in the
sesenth to finish up.
five-run sixth inning stretched
Maine's lead to 11-0 and cinched the
State Series contest.
Maine's rally was keyed by Dana
Corey's two-run single and a double
steal. Soph Len Larabee scored on
the front end of the twin theft.

Mike Jones and Len Larabee had two
hits each. Maine pounded three
Bowdoin pitchers for 13 hits.
The Polar Bears were led by Jeff
Babb and Pete with two singles
apiece.
Mike Jackson provided the only
fireworks for the losers, now 3-6,
with an eighth-inning home run to
left.
Maine will face Yankee
Conference foe Massachusetts April
30 and May 1 in a doubleheader. The
Bears will be home May 5 against
Colby.
Maine's freshmen went to 3-0 As
they swept a doubleheader from the
Bowdoin frosh, 12-1 and 6-1.
Cubs Doug Lentz and John Tello
had four hits in the twin-bill with
Corey, a sophomore centerfielder, Lentz adding a homer.
led all hitters with a double a pair of
The winning pitchers for the Cubs
singles in four trips. He had two were Mike Trask and Steve Reilly.
RBI's and a stolen base.
The freshmen will try to extend
For the Bears. now 7-2 overall and their streak I riday against North
2-0 in the Crate Series. Bill Wast Yarmouth academy.

Track team beets New Hampshire;
Johnson pole vouRs to new 14(0,0
The UMO track team literally
"vaulted" from behind to capture a
dual meet with New Hampshire
80-74, April 24 at Alumni Field.
With ooly two events left and
trailing 73-67, the Bears were in
trouble.
Tim Johnson's new university
record in the pole vault at 13'7"
sparked the Bears and Maine's
one-two finish in that event gave them
the edge 75-74.
UMO clinched the meet with a
mile-relay win.
In winning their second straight
dual meet of the outdoor season the
Bears overcame three meet records
by the Wildcats.
UNH turned in a meet mark of
43.4 in the 440 relay. Ed Shorey
posted a record 9:32.7 in the
Iwo-mile for New Hampshire while

UNIVERSITY MOTORS

A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311

teammate Jack Fogarty's 15 flat in
the high hurdles tied a meet record.
Maurice "The Rocket" Clinton
countered New Hampshire's efforts
with his own record performance in
the triple jump. Glinton, a
sophomore, went 46'1034" to set
university, field and meet marks.
The Bahamian leaper also
captured the long jump as Maine
went 1-2-3 in that event. Clinton
picked up a final point by finishing
third in the 100-yard dash.
Jim Good, UMO captain, won the
quarter-mile with a 49.9 clocking and
anchored Maine's winning mile relay.
Bill Doherty was the top hand for
UNH, taking a double irithe 100 and
220 dashes. He also ran a leg in the
Wildcats 440 relay win.
Maine's track team will be in
action May I against Vermont at
Orono.

CHALET

Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2538
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Golfers win against Bates, Colby
puce

The Unisersity of Maine golf team managed
split with Maine.
will try to keep their State Series
In other action, Bowdoin defeated
record unblemished as SS play moves Bates 5-2 and Colby 7-0. Bates edged
into the second round of play today Colby 4-3.
at Bates.
The wins for Maine followed a
Maine came out of the first round successful weekend at Nashua, N.H.
at Brunswick April with a 2-0-1 last Saturday. The Bears defeated St.
/
2; St. Anselm's
Francis College 6/
1
2-1
mark.
The Bears stopped Bates 4-3 and 5-2 and Bowdoin 4-3. Maine now
Colby 6-1. The host club Bowdoin stands 6-3-1 for the year.

St--4
4.110

UNION ST. & GRIFFIN ROAD
(next to Airport Mall)

Sports Calendar
Varsity Track vs Vermont at
Orono.
Varsity Tennis Yankee
Varsity baseball at Massachusetts.
Frosh baseball vs N. Yarmouth Conference Championship at Orono.
Academy at Orono.
May 3
Frosh track vs. N. Yarmouth
Academy at Orono.
Varsity golf State Series at Orono
Varsity golf Yankee Conference
Championship at Su:ton, Mass.
May 4
April 30

Varsity tennis Yankee Conference
Championship at Orono.

TAN.
VIKING
Husqvarna
STRETCH STITCH
Sewing Machines

a,
fashion
fabrics

Varsity golf vs New Hampshire at
Orono

May 1

May S

Varsity baseball at Massachusetts
Varsity basebaH vs Colby at
(2)
Orono
Frosh baseball vs UM Machias (2)
Frosh baseball vs Colby at Orono
at Orono
Varsity tennis vs Colby at Orono

60 Columbia St. Bangor
Tel. 945-3473

MR. PAPERBACK
BANGOR

DOWNTOWN

'bur mother loves you,
no molter whet.

AIRPORT MALL

`)end hei
bouquet right now, and !nuke
Mother's Doy lost longer.
Delivered almost anywhere in
the country. A special gift. For a
special mother. Yours

ELLS WORTH - DOWNTOWN
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND

StS0 EP

SUMMER JOBS/RESORTS
The U.S. Resort Council in
cooperation with resort and
vacation
bureaus throughout
America and representing several
hundred members is now accepting resumes of college students
and graduates interested in sum
mer work who have some
rience relevant to the
I
positions:
wai
kitchen help
child care
non, offi
w
etc. Resort
work offer
opportunity to
earn reasonable income in a
pleasant
atmosphere and a
chance to meet a variety of

STUDENT ITACHING NOTICE
Students in any college of UMO who plan to student teach DURING ANY QUARTER OF
1971-1972 should make formal application NOT LATER THAN APRIL 30 OF THIS YEAR.
Presumably most studentswho preregistered for Fall Semester have already applied. If you
haven't, please do so.

people. To have your resume
distributed to these organizations use this
form:
(1) Name (2
ool address a
ph.
- . ste leaving
I
sch
t experience
onal
references
preferred (7) Positions
ed (8) dates available (9) 2
or more applicants wishing to
work together. Send this information typed or clearly printed
with $7.00 for printing and distribution to: U.S. Resort Counil, 1472 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y.
10036 — All resumes must be
received by May 3, 1971.

Send her the
FTD IligHug bouquet early.

Lougee a--;
Frederick's,Inc.
florists
1171 Broadway Bangor, Me.
Tel. 947-4521
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We are particularly concerned about SECOND SEMESTER people this year. If you are not
completely sure whether you will be ready to student teach next Spring, it would be
eminently wise to apply anyway, and cancel later if necessary. LATE APPLICANTS FOR
STUDENT TEACHING CAN NOT be guaranteed a place in the student teaching program.
All "special" students are already being placed on a waiting list for placement, and some
late applicants from the senior class may have to join them.
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Every effort will be made to place qualified applicants to the limit of our human resources
hut IF WE DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU, WE CAN'T EVEN BEGIN TO MAKE PLANS
WHICH WILL ENABLE US TO DO IT! Let's get those applications in'
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—
c.pplication forms are available at the main desk of the College of Education and may be picked
p and returned there any time that the building is open.
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